
The First Step is the Hardest
I suppose you're much better than I am at this, dear reader. I always figured that you had
everything all together, constantly trying to make yourself more perfect.

I, however, am another sort altogether.

Like many people, I find that the first step in making myself better is always the most
difficult step.

Like the hangman who irritatingly says to his client "Mind that first step; it's a doozy," I
always find that the first step towards changing myself is the doozy.

It's always easier changing myself after I've made that first step. So here I go, sharing
with you, dear perfect reader, my secret to making that first step.

1. Decide where I want to step.

2. Step.

3. Step again.

4. Keep on going.

Item number one is the most difficult -- it's the one that I can waste the most time on. In
physics, we are taught that a body at rest stays at rest until acted on by another force. In
other words, that rock on the ground won't just move on its own accord. So it is with
human beings. Human beings tend to stick until a force moves them. Sometimes, that
force is from within. Preferably, that force is from within. Often, it's from outside.

Many people who have lost their jobs find that it was the best thing that ever happened to
them, because it forced them to change. Others find that a personal crisis or a re-
evaluation of their life causes such a movement.

If you're having a problem starting, try my best suggestion: change something small
about yourself: change the side of the bed that you sleep on; change the time you get up;
change what you eat -- radically change what you eat; change the way you drive to work,
or the tie you habitually wear; change something small, and you can change something
big.

It seems somewhat strange to think about it. How can changing the type of breakfast
cereal that you eat force you to change how you feel about yourself? Simple...any change,
no matter how small, makes more change easier.
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This is why organizations accomplish more change at a "retreat" than they do in the
office. This is why you think about new things after (or sometimes during) a vacation, not
when you're in the office.

Make a small change, and it makes it easier to make a big one.

Once you're prepared, then just (as Nike would say) do it. Make that first step, then a
second, and a third, and a fourth.

Make the first step a small one, but make it now. Don't wait. Make it now.
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